
85
Celebrating our new range developed 

exclusively by R&S



Established in 1939, R&S Robertson has stood as an enduring beacon of 
excellence in the realm of decorative lighting for over eight decades. 

Our rich history is steeped in a legacy of craftsmanship and innovation, forging a path 
illuminated by an unwavering dedication to the art of enhancing and 

illuminating hospitality and leisure spaces.

In celebration of our remarkable journey, we proudly introduce “85 by R&S.” 
This collection, aptly named to commemorate our 85th year of crafting exquisite 

decorative lighting, serves as a harmonious fusion of two timeless design 
paradigms: the graceful minimalism of modern aesthetics and the opulent 

allure of the Art Deco era in which R&S Robertson was forged.

Each piece in this collection is not only a testament to our cherished heritage 
but also a vibrant reflection of our steadfast commitment to pushing the 

boundaries of design and elegance.

The collection is proudly designed and manufactured on a project-by-project
 basis in Europe. This allows specifiers the complete flexibility of being able to 

customise dimensions, finishes and materials to suit any interior space, 
with the comfort that delivery lead times will be minimised to suit 

the project timescales.
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The Art of Balancing Aesthetics, Functionality, and Manufacturability.

Our journey as designers is a dynamic quest to evoke and discover the 
personality of every product, striving to strike the balance between aesthetics, 

functionality, and manufacturability. 

With the 85 collection, we believe we’ve not only achieved this goal but also 
crafted a range that doesn’t just elevate spaces but also evokes heart-warming smiles 

from those who engage with it.

The inspiration for this range has been ignited by vibrant conversations with 
passionate individuals who wholeheartedly share their love for architecture, 
interior design, and manufacturing. The range draws its creative inspiration 
from the lively fusion of people, places, and the timeless allure of Art Deco.

A special thanks to R&S Robertson for entrusting us with this endeavour.

Jonathan Pearson

meet the

designers



During Western Europe’s industrialisation, 
Paris became the Art Deco epicenter. 

The “Paris” family blends minimalism with 
traditional Art Deco, inspired by iconic 
arches that adorn Parisian landmarks.
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The Cassini Division, a striking gap 
within Saturn’s rings, mirrors Art Deco’s 

love for clean lines and symmetry.

The “Cassi” family draws inspiration 
from Saturn, combining etched brass rings 

and glass in a classic Art Deco style.
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René Jules Lalique is renowned as a prominent 
figure in the Art Deco movement. 

With contemporary touches, the “Jules” family 
reinvents the traditionally decorative, highly renowned 

glass work of the artist during this design era.
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The Adelphi Building in London serves as 
evidence of the refined design aesthetics 

prevalent in the 1930s.

The “Phi” family draws inspiration 
from the Art Deco movement, 
featuring the distinctive domed 
shape complemented by 
vertical lines.
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The New York Central Hudson, constructed 
between 1927 and 1938, gained widespread 

popularity in NYC advertising.

The “Hudson” family draws its inspiration 
from the locomotive’s Art Deco form and 

incorporates mid-century reeded glass, 
skillfully blending design paradigms.
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At R&S Robertson, our dedication to sustainability 
drives us to explore alternative materials that 

reduce our carbon footprint. 

We’re excited to continue developing our portfolio 
to expand ranges in the collection next year 

incorporating eco-friendly design. 

Subscribe to our mailing list to stay informed of 
new product and project announcement.


